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“Traditional data warehouse 
still forms the foundation for 
analytics programs” 

Gartner Webinar
Beyond the Data Warehouse: New Data Management for Analytics, September 25, 2018.*

Gartner Webinar: Beyond the Data Warehouse: New Data Management for Analytics, September 25, 
2018https://www.gartner.com/webinar/3887381/player?commId=333505&channelId=5502&srcId=1-

3931087981&webinarType=UpcomingEvent 



World datasphere will grow 
from 33 ZB in 2018 
to 175 ZB by 2025 -IDC*

https://www.seagate.com/files/www-content/our-story/trends/files/idc-seagate-dataage-whitepaper.pdf

2018 2025

33ZB

175ZB

Traditional data warehouses are melting 
with data growth 



Businesses need actionable insights from the 
data warehouse

A 360 degree view of the businesses by 
breaking data silos

To be situationally aware of, and responsive to, 
real-time business events

A clear vision to enable data-driven decision making 
across the organization

To gain predictive insights faster

Simple and powerful data security & governance



$2,000,000

41% higher TCO for legacy 
data warehouse on AWS

52% higher TCO for 
legacy on-prem DW

ESG 2019 

Expected 3-Year Total Cost of Ownership

$16,000,000

$14,000,000

$12,000,000

$10,000,000

$8,000,000

$4,000,000

$0

Up-front Capital Investment

Administrative Costs

Planning/Deployment/Migration

Power/Cooling/Floorspace

Legacy EDW 
On-Premises

Legacy EDW 
on AWS

Google 
BigQuery

Legacy data warehouses are busting IT budgets 

$6,000,000

Monthly Cloud Spend

41% Lower TCO 
(vs EDW on AWS)

52% Lower TCO 
(versus on-premises)

https://www.esg-global.com/hubfs/pdf/ESG-Economic-Validation-Migrating-to-Google-BigQuery-for-EDW.pdf?hsCtaTracking=c72c8cf5-f49c-4acc-bc13-8075c2f2c36d%7C58132319-a125-437c-bd19-2dd33e2e3ec9


Now it’s time to 
modernize your 
data warehouse 
with Google 
BigQuery



Real-time insights 
from streaming data

Google Cloud’s enterprise data 
warehouse for analytics

Gigabyte to exabyte scale 
storage and SQL queries

Encrypted, durable, 
And highly available

Fully managed and serverless 
for maximum agility and scale

UNIQUE

UNIQUE

Built-in ML for out-of-the-box
predictive insights

High-speed, in-memory 
BI Engine for faster reporting 
and analysis

UNIQUE

UNIQUE

BigQuery
Cloud Data 
Warehouse 



BigQuery | Architecture
Decoupled storage and compute for maximum flexibility 

SQL:2011
Compliant

Streaming 
Ingest

Free Bulk
Loading

REST API

Client Libraries
In 7 languages

Web UI, CLI

Petabit Network

BigQuery High-Available Cluster Compute 
(Dremel)

Replicated, Distributed Storage
(99.9999999999% durability)

Distributed Memory 
Shuffle Tier



A modern data warehouse on a comprehensive platform

Data ingestion
at any scale

Reliable streaming 
data pipeline

Advanced analyticsData lake and data 
warehousing 

Apache 
Beam

Cloud Pub/Sub Cloud 
Dataflow

Cloud 
Dataproc

Cloud 
StorageData Transfer 

Service

Cloud Composer

Cloud IoT 
Core

Cloud Dataprep

Cloud AI 
PlatformLooker

TensorflowSheets
Storage Transfer 

Service

Data Catalog

Cloud Data Fusion

ProcessCapture Store

Data warehousing 

Analyze

BigQuery 
storage

BigQuery
analysis engine

Use



Six tenets of BigQuery 
as a modern data warehouse 

Complex
ETL for data 
loading

Restricted
to only a
few users

Optimized
for legacy
BI

Optimized
for batch
data

Needs continuous 
patching 
and updates

Needs an
Army of DBAs
for operational 
tasks

Traditional 
DW

BigQuery Automate 
data delivery into 
the warehouse

Make 
insights
accessible

Build the
foundation 
for ML & AI

Tee up 
real-time 
insights

Protect
business
Data at scale

Simplify
data
operations



Automate data delivery

Automate data 
delivery

Make insights
accessible

Tee up real-time
insights

Protect business
data

Simplify data
operations

Build the 
foundation for ML 
and AI

Faster time
to insight

with automated 
data delivery Shared datasets:

Avoid uploading reference datasets via FTP by 
accessing public and commercial datasets 
available directly in BigQuery

Federated Query:
Query across any Google service 
for a holistic view

Automated data transfer:
Extract data from business apps that matter to 
you without writing a single line of code with 
data transfer service



Automated data transfer and federation
Use BigQuery to analyze all data important to an organization. Users should be 
free to make optimal decisions for storage and compute.

BigQuery

Cloud 
Bigtable

Cloud 
SQL

Cloud 
Storage

No-code. Direct Import Federated Query

100+ 
apps

Automate data 
delivery

Make insights
accessible

Tee up real-time
insights

Protect business
data

Simplify data
operations

Firebase

Build the 
foundation for ML 
and AI

Google Marketing 
Platform

Google Ads, Google Ad 
manager, Youtube



Make data insights 
accessible

Foster a culture 
of data driven 

decision making

Power the business applications:
your teams already know and use with BigQuery 
and give everyone access to data insights

Make query results accessible for anyone: 
through familiar tools that don’t involve writing 
code such as Google Sheets, Looker, Tableau, 
Qlik or Google Data Studio.

Create read-only shared datasets:
Internal and external users can query read-only 
data without risk of changing

Automate data 
delivery

Make insights
accessible

Tee up real-time
insights

Protect business
data

Simplify data
operations

Build the 
foundation for ML 
and AI



Super fast reporting Simplified architecture
Enable real-time dashboarding over 
data inside BigQuery with sub-second 
query response and with high 
concurrency.

Simplify BI architecture and 
accelerate time to insight by 
reducing additional ETL, extracts or 
BI server management.

Optimize visual analytics over 
big data sets with automatic 
performance tuning and capacity 
flexibility.

Smart tuning

Accelerate data exploration and unlock insights
BigQuery BI Engine

BigQuery

BigQuery BI Engine

Batch or 
Streaming

Data Studio

Sheets

Partner BI tools

Automate data 
delivery

Make insights
accessible

Tee up real-time
insights

Protect business
data

Simplify data
operations

Build the 
foundation for ML 
and AI



Enable secure access to 
near real-time data 
when and where you 
need it.

The Platform for
Data Experiences

Automate data 
delivery

Make insights
accessible

Tee up real-time
insights

Protect business
data

Simplify data
operations

Build the 
foundation for ML 
and AI



See your BigQuery 
data in one click with 
Data Studio Explorer 

Tight integration in the BigQuery UI 
brings visual exploration of your 
query results in one simple click.

Automate data 
delivery

Make insights
accessible

Tee up real-time
insights

Protect business
data

Simplify data
operations

Build the 
foundation for ML 
and AI



Unlock big data for all 
users with BigQuery
& Sheets

“For analysts spread across the globe, this is a 
blessing. They can now collaborate easily with 
a streamlined flow for sharing their insights.”

-- Nikhil Mishra @ Yahoo

g.co/cloud/connected-sheets

Automate data 
delivery

Make insights
accessible

Tee up real-time
insights

Protect business
data

Simplify data
operations

Build the 
foundation for ML 
and AI



Predictive insight
“How much fuel should 
we purchase for the 
next quarter?”

“What does the data predict 
for the sales forecast 
for Q4?”

AI/ML

4

Businesses need predictive insights from 
the data warehouse 

90’s Now2000’s

Ad hoc reporting
“How many new customers 
did the monthly newsletter 
generate?”

“How many customers are 
we converting from passive 
to active?”

2

Self-Service BI

2010’s

Ad hoc analysis
“What supplier is shipping 
us failure-prone parts?”

“Why is Germany 
underperforming?” 

3

Data mining

Operational 
reporting
“How much of which 
inventory is available?”

“What were this
 month’s sales?”

1

Enterprise BI



Build the foundation 
for ML & AI 

Gain predictive 
insights from the 

EDW data

Fast-track data preparation for ML:
with seamless integration with intelligent data 
wrangling tools

Bring artificial intelligence: 
capabilities without replicating or moving data 
from your data warehouse into a separate storage

Automate data 
delivery

Make insights
accessible

Tee up real-time
insights

Protect business
data

Simplify data
operations

Build the 
foundation for ML 
& AI



BigQuery ML for predictive analytics

1

2

3

Execute ML initiatives without 
moving data from BigQuery

Iterate on models in SQL in BigQuery 
to increase development speed

Automate common ML tasks, 
and hyperparameter tuning

Automate data 
delivery

Make insights
accessible

Tee up real-time
insights

Protect business
data

Simplify data
operations

Build the 
foundation for ML 
& AI



Analyze GIS data 
in BigQuery with 
familiar SQL

BigQuery GIS
Accurate spatial analyses with Geography 
data type over GeoJSON and WKT formats

Support for core GIS functions – 
measurements, transforms, constructors, 
etc. – using familiar SQL

Automate data 
delivery

Make insights
accessible

Tee up real-time
insights

Protect business
data

Simplify data
operations

Build the 
foundation for ML 
& AI



BigQuery for AI ready foundation

BigQuery for ML 
Frameworks

BigQuery is the ideal structured data repository

Native Tensorflow reader

SparkML integration

High-performance I/O APIs 

Automate data 
delivery

Make insights
accessible

Tee up real-time
insights

Protect business
data

Simplify data
operations

Build the 
foundation for ML 
& AI



“By 2025, more than a quarter 
of data created in the global 
datasphere will be real time 
in nature.”

-IDC

Is your data warehouse ready for real-time data ? 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nqQtlBhFX6K5FxBiaHqEXdadHtm8uQNg/view


Tee up real-time 
insights

Keep a pulse on 
your business 
with powerful 

real-time 
analytics

Be responsive and stay in the know:
with real time data visualization powered 
by BigQuery BI Engine*

Analyze business events in real-time:
by automatically ingesting streaming data and 
making it immediately available to query in your 
data warehouse.

Automate data 
delivery

Make insights
accessible

Tee up real-time
insights

Protect business
data

Simplify data
operations

Build the 
foundation for ML 
and AI



BigQuery for real-time processing

Cloud Pub/Sub

Serverless, reliable, scalable 
event delivery system

Zero management: just 
create a topic and set ACL

Cloud Dataflow

Serverless data processing 
pipelines

Unified batch+stream

Java + Python

BigQuery

Stream API for immediate 
ingestion of events.

No additional buffer and file 
coalescence to manage.

Automate data 
delivery

Make insights
accessible

Tee up real-time
insights

Protect business
data

Simplify data
operations

Build the 
foundation for ML 
and AI



Protect your business data 
and investment

Unmatched 
performance, 

security and 
functionality for 

a cost that fits 
your budget.

Reliable:
with 99.99% uptime SLA

Data governance:
Integration with Data Catalog, Cloud IAM, Cloud DLP

Keep your data safe:
with encryption at-rest and in-transit ; VPC service 
controls; data replication across regions guided by 
US-EU safe harbor agreement 

HIPAA & other regulatory compliance

Automate data 
delivery

Make insights
accessible

Tee up real-time
insights

Protect business
data

Simplify data
operations

Build the 
foundation for ML 
and AI

Flexible pricing: 
with pay-as-you-go or fixed monthly flat-rate options



Data governance & security out of the box

Fine-grained access controls through 
BigQuery column-level security & 
integration with Cloud IAM

Discover, classify and redact sensitive data 
in GCP with Cloud DLP

Always encrypted with data encryption 
in transit and at rest

Metadata management and data discovery 
in BigQuery through Data Catalog

Automate data 
delivery

Make insights
accessible

Tee up real-time
insights

Protect business
data

Simplify data
operations

Build the 
foundation for ML 
and AI

Shared datasets for securely sharing 
read-only data both internally and 
externally at any scale



Data Catalog 
Discover, manage and understand your data assets 
in BigQuery  

Fully managed & scalable
Easy to get started, there's no 
infrastructure to set up or manage

Simplified data discovery
Simple and easy-to-use search interface, 
powered by Google search technology 
that supports Gmail and Drive 

Built-in governance
Cloud DLP and Cloud IAM integrations 
provide a foundation for governance

Automate data 
delivery

Make insights
accessible

Tee up real-time
insights

Protect business
data

Simplify data
operations

Build the 
foundation for ML 
and AI



BigQuery’s third 
party audits and 
certifications 
provide compliance 
assurance

ISO 27001

ISO 27017

ISO 27018

SOC 1

SOC 2

PCI DSS

SOC 3

CSA STAR

HIPAA

BSI C5

FedRAMP

MTCS Tier 3

Global
USA

Germany

Singapore

Automate data 
delivery

Make insights
accessible

Tee up real-time
insights

Protect business
data

Simplify data
operations

Build the 
foundation for ML 
and AI



Simplified data 
operations

Scales:
On-demand per your business needs from 
terabytes to hundreds of petabytes

Quick:
Set up service in seconds and query immediately

Easy accessibility:
Transparent, free data and compute replication in 
multiple locations makes your data available for 
query even in the case of extreme failure modes

Automatic snapshots and data backup
Reduces worries about unexpected data changes

Automatic high-availability:
With no extra charge and no additional setup

Automate data 
delivery

Make insights
accessible

Tee up real-time
insights

Protect business
data

Simplify data
operations

Build the 
foundation for ML 
and AI



Seamless integration with existing data ecosystem

Data 
Ingest

Data 
Integration

Data 
Management

Data 
Analysis

Visualization



“A recent Gartner research survey 
on cloud adoption revealed that 
more than 80% of respondents 
using the public cloud were using 
more than one cloud service 
provider”

*Gartner: The Future of Cloud Data Management is Multicloud - December 2019

https://www.gartner.com/document/3975837?ref=TypeAheadSearch


Introducing BigQuery Omni

A flexible, multi-cloud analytics solution 
that lets you analyze data across public 
clouds without leaving the familiar 
BigQuery user interface.



Explore BigQuery Omni under the hood 

BigQuery UI / API / CLI
Control Plane & Metadata on Google Cloud

Google Cloud 
region

Petabit Network

BigQuery Compute 
clusters (Dremel)

Distributed Memory 
Shuffle Tier

BigQuery Storage

BigQuery Compute 
clusters (Dremel)

Distributed Memory 
Shuffle Tier

AWS APIs

Customer S3 Storage

powered by Anthos

AWS region
(Omni)

BigQuery Routers



“How can I use data from our apps to reach 
new audiences more effectively?”

Activate

Your cross-cloud data story

AWS S3 
Data Storage

Google Analytics 
360

Marketing 
platforms

Export

BigQuery

BigQuery 
(Omni)

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bE12Lp8sTalMx1Ngn18s4jq4fgvMgMqG


Why BigQuery?
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Google recognized as a Leader

A LEADER 
Data Management Solution for Analytics

Gartner 2019 Magic Quadrant for Data Management Solutions for Analytics, January 21, 2019,  Adam Ronthal, Roxane Edjlali, Rick Greenwald
Forrester WaveTM, Cloud Data Warehouses, Q4 2018

Disclaimer: Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications, and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors with 
the highest ratings or other designation. Gartner research publications consist of the opinions of Gartner's research organization and should not be construed as statements of fact. 
Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

GARTNER is a registered trademark and service mark of Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and internationally, and is used herein with permission. All rights reserved.

A LEADER 
Cloud Data Warehouses

Customers like [BigQuery’s] 
flexible infrastructure platform, 
proven high-end scale and 
performance, strong AI/ML 
capabilities, and support for 
broad analytical use cases.
-The Forrester Wave, Cloud Data Warehouse, Q4 2018

https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=1-65G0M0S&ct=190123&st=sb
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Google a Leader in the 
2020 Data Management for 
Analytics Wave

The Forrester Wave™: Data Management for Analytics Q1 2020
The Forrester Wave™ is a graphical representation of Forrester's call on a market and is plotted using a detailed spreadsheet with exposed scores, weightings, and comments. 
Forrester does not endorse any vendor, product, or service depicted in the Forrester Wave. Information is based on best available resources. Opinions reflect judgment at the time 
and are subject to change. 



Get started with Google BigQuery ! 

https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/


